
#

28

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

5104 204 4.5 1.58 30 5/8 8 3/4 39 n/a 3.98 130" 8

Solid in run support and does leverage the ball well and has shown the ability to take on perimeter blocks when
the play is going his way and tackle the ball carrier. Takes solid angles and plays with some urgency going
outside in vs. ballcarriers in the open field. When asked to blitz, he is solid with good timing and speed and solid
at avoiding and shedding blockers. Best against smaller receivers where he isn't physically overmatched.

NEGATIVES IN PASS GAME

Adequate LOS skills, small frame, short arms, adequate aggressiveness, physical toughness and poor play
strength show up in Press where he rarely jams a receiver, instead lining up and using his solid footwork to
mirror in close proximity. Has adequate man coverage skills on crossing routes or anything in-breaking where
he can be exposed by his lack of size and hesitation to pull the trigger when he breaks. At the break point his lack
of size shows up most both during subtle push-offs from receivers and at the catch point where he is frequently
overmatched by both bigger and more physical receivers. Too small to guard TE man-to-man as even when he’s
in position, he gives up catches. Struggles sticking with Receivers on deep balls due to lack of height and length
despite solid foot speed. Fares better in Zone, especially Cover 2 where he has his eyes looking into the QB or
able to pass off Receivers. In more complex schemes or in position where length is at a premium (Cover 3 – bail),
he struggles as despite having explosive marks at the Combine, he is rarely in a position to jump off two feet to
accentuate his vertical. Struggles in off coverage as is adequate mental processing shows up as he’s very hesitant
and doesn’t seem to trust his studying. That combined with his lack of size have him behind the eight ball from
off coverage where he struggles to close the gap effectively. Only adequate range as a result of that size and
getting caught thinking too often. Could potentially be attributed to learning a new scheme mid-year, but has
been a consistent problem in Tampa throughout his career. Often struggles to recognize basic concepts like
mesh that take advantage of his size in man coverage. He doesn’t have the size, aggressiveness, and only
adequate competitive toughness to fight through traffic. In both man and zone, he will struggle on anything in-
breaking due to size and adequate FBI. Has adequate ball skills when the ball is in the air as evident by his two
career interceptions. Adequate ball tracking and locating the ball with his back to the QB and is grabby which
again goes back to not trusting himself. Adequate consistency and his performance varies greatly from game to
game. 

NEGATIVES IN RUN GAME

When the ball is in the open field, he is only an adequate tackler on plays that he’s on the inside going out. His
effort very clearly wanes on these plays and he was previously benched for loafing in this situation in Tampa
Bay.

BACKGROUND

A 5th year DC who has started 88% of his games played, including 11 of his 15 games in 
2019. He has dealt with a number of significant injuries throughout his career and changed 
teams in 2019 being released from the Buccaneers where he was in his first season under 
Defensive Coordinator Todd Bowles attacking 3-4 system. He started as a Boundary Corner 
and was released after nine games. He was picked up off waivers by the Texans where he 
played in Romeo Crennel’s 3-4 scheme where he played mainly in the Slot Corner role.

BODY TYPE / AA
Small, muscular frame with a firm chest and midsection, good quads for his size, adequate 
height, adequate arm length, and small 8.75” hands. Good AA with good quickness, COD, 
agility and solid balance, explosiveness, and foot speed.

Has good AA with good short area quickness and agility to mirror WRs off the snap in short to intermediate
routes from a close press alignment. Solid balance in transitioning and a very smooth, natural backpedal. Is best
when he can just mirror or funnel in short to intermediate routes and not think. Best on outbreaking routes
where his COD and agility can really shine. Solid ability to disrupt catch and uses the sideline as an additional
defender by pushing WRs in mid-air out of bounds which can make up for his lack of height and length when
targeted near the boundary. Solid mental toughness and ability to bounceback the next play if beaten (for
example: Week 1 vs. SF: Gives up big 3rd & long completion on a slant route with the 49ers pinned near their
end zone as he was not set and didn’t seem to be aware of the sticks. Next play he jumped a comeback route for a
pick 6).

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Played

43
Games Started

38

POSITIVES IN RUN GAME

POSITIVES IN PASS GAME

SCHEME FIT

STRENGTHS AA, Run Support, Range, Blitz, Good Angles, Disrupt Catch

INJURIES

CB, Nickel CB

Would be best in a zone based nickel role where he can be matched up against a slot receiver 
so he can line up in press, but not jam, to highlight his footwork, utilize short area quickness 
and blitzing ability.

2016-No injuries , 2017-Right Hamstring Tear-7 games (Weeks 10-17), placed on IR, 2018-
Right Shoulder Labrum Tear-15 games (Weeks 2-17), placed on IR, 2019 - no major injuries

KEY STATS

EXPOSURES

WEAKNESSES

University of Florida (FLUN)

Games Won

Mental Processing, Competitive Toughness, FBI, Play Strength, Man Coverage, Ball Skills, 
Track/Locate Ball, LOS Skills, Leveraging the Ball, Open Field Tackling, Range

PROJECTION Backup CB you can win with. Struggles with anything deep despite solid foot speed, in-
breaking due to a combination of size and mental processing, and routes that makes him sift 
through traffic as he lacks ideal competitive toughness and aggressiveness. Would be best in 
a zone based nickel role where he can be lined up against a slot receiver so he can be 
matched up in press, but not jam, to highlight his footwork, utilize short area quickness and 
blitzing ability.

2019:  TB: @ TEN 10/27, HOU: vs. NE 12/1, @ TB 12/21, 2020: vs. BUF 1/4, @ KC 1/12

21
Winning %

49%
Positions Started

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

DB
DOB (Age)

6-3-95 (25)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Had most on-ball production of his career last season with one INT and six passes defensed. 
He tied for the league lead among DCs with one defensive TD off interceptions and saw his 
completion % against go down from 71.4% to 69.3%.

Houston Texans16–1st–TB
YEAR – RD – TM

Cheah, Steven

TEAM

Prospect (Last, First)

Hargreaves III, Vernon
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